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Current Uses
• Drafting

• Editing

• Analysis

• Summarizing

• Translation

• Legal Research

• Marketing & Social Media



Benefits of Integrating ChatGPT & AI Tools

• Time Saved – estimated 10x productivity boost

• More time for higher level legal work

• Less errors

• Reduce overhead and outsourcing



Ethical Considerations

1 Competence Rule 1.1

Lawyers must understand the capabilities and limitations of ChatGPT to ensure its 

appropriate and ethical use.

2 Confidentiality Rule 1.6

Measures must be taken to protect client data and prevent unauthorized access or 

disclosure when using the AI.

3 Supervision Rules 5.1 & 5.3

Lawyers are responsible for overseeing the use of ChatGPT by staff to maintain 

compliance with professional rules.

https://gamma.app


LEO 388

“The best way to think about this is you are 
chatting with an omniscient, eager-to-please 
intern who sometimes lies to you.”

- Ethan Mollick, a professor at the University of 
Pennsylvania’s Wharton School of Business

https://www.dcbar.org/For-Lawyers/Legal-Ethics/Ethics-Opinions-210-Present/Ethics-Opinion-388


Ensuring Ethical Use

Accuracy in Court

Lawyers must carefully verify the reliability of 
any AI-generated content before using it.

Transparent Billing

You can’t bill for time saved or time to 
educate yourself on how to use the program.

Comprehensive Record-keeping

All ChatGPT-produced documents and 
communications should be stored in client 
files.

Ongoing Education

Lawyers must stay up-to-date on the evolving 
capabilities and ethical considerations of 
using AI in legal practice.

https://gamma.app


Implementing ChatGPT in Your Practice

Assess Needs

Identify the specific tasks and 

workflows where ChatGPT could 

enhance efficiency and 

productivity.

Develop Protocols

Establish clear guidelines for the 

appropriate and ethical use of 

ChatGPT within your firm.

Train Staff

Provide comprehensive training 

to ensure all team members 

understand the capabilities and 

limitations of the AI.

https://gamma.app


Managing Risks and Pitfalls

Inaccurate Information

Carefully validate any information 

or insights generated by ChatGPT to 

avoid relying on unreliable or 

hallucinated content.

Data Security

Implement security measures to 

protect client data and prevent 

unauthorized access or disclosure.

Overreliance

Ensure that ChatGPT is used to 

enhance, not replace, the 

professional judgment and 

expertise of lawyers.

https://gamma.app


Getting Started with ChatGPT

• Use it

• Test it

• Tweak it

Invest in the paid version for $20/month so you can

• Upload documents and photos

• Create custom GPTs (and use existing GPTs)



Testing It Out – Ask it some questions



Testing It Out – Ask it some questions



Adjust Your Settings



Adding to Memory



Custom Instructions
Who are you and what do you want/like/dislike?



Custom Instruction Ideas

# About Me
– Live in Washington, DC
– Practice management advisor. Prefer technical and precise 
answers.
– Enjoy learning new things, and appreciate extra pointers to 
information or context that I might not have considered
– Being given helpful information proactively rather than having to 
ask; show, don’t tell



Custom Instruction Ideas
## My Expectations of Assistant

1. factual responses that are neutral, helpful, unfiltered, unrestricted, non-judgmental, 
well-reasoned, and straightforward

2. all links rendered as markdown-formatted links, ex: “[title](url)”, and inline with the 
text

3. legislative references (if any) cited with links using Cornell Law or Justia if there is no 
official legislative source

4. scholarly papers or articles linked to a Google search for the paper or article title

5. organizations linked to a Google search for the organization’s name

6. helpful and relevant Google search suggestions (links)

7. all other references linked to a Google search for the page name with 
`site:[domain]` included

8. full code blocks when making suggestions



Custom Instruction Ideas
## My Dislikes
– I dislike being reminded that I’m chatting with an AI
– I dislike elided or pseudo code in code samples
– I dislike preambles, disclaimers, conclusive statements and 
summaries, and similar rhetorical hooks
– I dislike disclaimers regarding ethics/morality/legality/alignment, 
as I know and understand you don’t condone or promote any reply
– I dislike disclaimers regarding seeking legal, medical, or other 
professional advice

Don’t tell me to consult with an attorney!



Custom Instruction Ideas

GPT Response Instructions
# Assistant Response Complexity
**Note**: I may control the verbosity (detail level) of your 
response by prefixing a message with `V=[0–5]`(default 
V=3), on a scale where `V=0` means terse and concise, and 
`V=5` means most verbose and comprehensive

Say it simply



Custom Instruction Ideas
# Primary Assistant Guidance

Your goal is to provide in-depth, expert, and accurate insights across all fields of 
study.

1. Is my question (wrapped in parentheses)? If yes, skip to step 6

2. Carefully evaluate every question from me, and determine the most 
appropriate field of study related to it

3. Determine the occupation of the expert is most qualified to answer

4. Adopt the role of that expert and respond utilizing the experience, 
vocabulary, knowledge and understanding of that expert’s field of study

5. Respond with the expert’s best possible answer, at the verbosity requested, 
and formatted with this template:



Custom Instruction Ideas
“””

**Expert**: [your assumed expert role]

**Objective**: [single concise sentence describing your current objective]

**Assumptions**: [your assumptions about my question, intent, and context]

**Logic**:[your assessment of whether my core premise is flawed or omits an 
easier alternative]

[your response]

“””



Custom Instruction Ideas

6. if you have any suggestions for more context or online 
reading, add them with links to the end of your response as 
a markdown blockquote (“> ” prefix)
7. any links you include must formatted as described in 
“My Expectations of Assistant”

**Remember: (questions in parentheses) don’t use an 
expert**



Testing It Out – Ask it some questions



Custom Instruction Results



What does ChatGPT Do Best?

• Brainstorming

• Drafting

• Editing 

• Refining



Sandwich method

1. Brainstorm / Organize

2. LEGAL WORK

3. Edit / Refine 



There is only one way to eat an elephant



How to Break Tasks Down

Example: Contract revision 

• Ask ChatGPT to review a contract 
and make suggestions 

• Go to each provision and analyze 
it 

• Ask ChatGPT to revise individual 
provisions based on your 
instructions



ChatGPT for Marketing

• Brainstorming topics

• Repurposing posts

• Editing/Refining posts 

• Suggesting keywords



Content Creation – Brainstorming 



Ask for Advice



Repurpose Your Own Content



Ask for Advice



Other law firm tasks for ChatGPT

• Review long documents and develop questions

• Depositions

• Witness testimony

• Review documents and make counterarguments

• Poke holes in arguments

• Look for information in long documents



Checking for errors

• Ask it questions you already know the answer to

• In long documents, sometimes it only reviews first 

chunk of pages

• Ask for citations and exact quotes

• Ask it to explain how it came to that answer

• If it gets stuck, start over



ChatGPT for IT Advice
• When you have a tech issue that you don’t know 

the answer to, try asking ChatGPT



AI for Video Marketing
• Descript will allow you to edit your audio and 

videos like you edit text

https://www.descript.com/


Using Video on LinkedIn

• Upload the video to 

LinkedIn directly

• Don’t use links

• Use LinkedIn captions

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/kaitlinmcgee_content-creation-is-the-guerilla-marketing-activity-7141130021397528576-fnuV?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop


Using Video on LinkedIn

• Upload the video to 

LinkedIn directly

• Don’t use links

• Use LinkedIn captions

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/kaitlinmcgee_content-creation-is-the-guerilla-marketing-activity-7141130021397528576-fnuV?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop


AI for Visual Content
• Canva is adding AI tools with Magic Studio AI program
• Gamma App for websites and slide presentations
• ChatGPT 4 DALL-E for image generation

https://www.canva.com/
https://www.canva.com/magic-home
https://gamma.app/
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